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JACKSON
SCANNING TECHNOLOGY

Take the guesswork out of sizing your Jackson Boots!
• The sizing process is simple to use.

• Scanning shows 3-D view of the skater’s foot so lasts can be   
   modified if required, providing better customization.

• Measuring is consistent from Skate Tech to Factory to yield  
   consistent, accurate fit.

• Digital imaging accelerates rapid turnaround of your custom  
   boots and your fit shape is retained on file.

• Accurate measuring process combined with Jackson’s Heat    
   Moldable Fit System provides a superior fit with stock sizes.

• This scanning system is also used in the very sensitive
   medical industry for prosthetics and body scanning where
   accuracy is critical.

• Software is developed for Jackson Skates by TechMed 3D, a  
   Canadian company providing the best human body scanning   
   system on the market.

Introducing
Jackson Scanning
Technology!

NATHAN CHEN
#JacksonFamily



HEAT MOLDABLE FIT SYSTEM 
Jackson stock boots utilize advanced microfibers 
that are lighter, stronger and enhance the boot’s 
Heat Moldability. We design boots to fit tight when 
cold. Stock boots from many of our competitors 
simply cannot offer the CUSTOMIZED FIT available 
through Jackson’s Heat Moldable Fit System. 
With Jackson, your Skate Technician uses heat to 
soften and stretch the boots. As the boot cools, it 
retains the shape of your foot.

SUPREME SHOCK ABSORPTION
Jackson’s proprietary sole options are combined 
with the Matrix Poron Footbed. Experience our 
enhanced Boot Platform that delivers improved 
stability and superior shock absorption.
Tradition meets Innovation.

JACKSON WRAP SYSTEM FEATURING 
PERFORMANCE FLEX NOTCH
Looking for superior stability and support with 
maximum flexibility? Better Design for Superior
Fit and Performance.

JACKSON SUPPORT RATING SYSTEM
Designed to ensure that skater are fitted with the 
appropriate support for their level of skating.
Fit to Perform.

Instant Custom – Minutes!
Your authorized Skate Technician utilizes Jackson’s Heat 
Moldable System and in-store techniques to custom fit 
a stock Jackson boot appropriate for the skater’s needs.

THE JACKSON CUSTOM BOOT PROGRAM
Rapid Custom – 2-4 weeks

Jackson can, in certain cases, build a Custom Boot from 
a stock boot upper. Rapid Custom is often an effective, 
time-sensitive and cost effective solution.

To learn more about Jackson Custom visit an Authorized Dealer or visit our website at:

5000 Series Custom – 6-8 weeks
In certain cases, a Full Custom is required to effect an appropriate solution. The Jackson team will build 
your boot from scratch based on specifications supplied by your Skate Tech. Jackson 5000 Series Custom 
Boots offer a full array of specifications that can’t be offered through our Rapid Custom Boot Program.
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SOLE OPTIONS
Jackson offers three sole designs; LCF, LCL and Fusion soles. Five 
colors are available in the Fusion sole. The Jackson team will build 
your boot with the sole of your choice.

TONGUE OPTIONS
We offers a variety of tongue options; Jackson removes the stock 
tongue and inserts the desired tongue.

BUNION/ANKLE PUNCH OUTS
A Jackson team member can modify 
the fit characteristics to accommodate 
variations in the skater’s foot.

NARROW/WIDE
By using a wider or narrower last, the 
upper can be shaped to the desired fit 
by our manufacturing team.

  NON-STOCK MATERIAL
- Leather of various weights and colours
- Coloured High Performance Microfiber

NON-STOCK UPPERS
Upper patterns not available as a stock upper.

BOOT WIDTH
Choose from AAA to EEE Width.

CUSTOM CRYSTALS
High Grade Swarovski crystals can create
a unique look. 

PERSONALIZATION
From Jackson Custom to you. 

SOLE & TONGUE CHOICE
Select from our LCF, LCL and Fusion Sole. 
Select the density and design of the tongue. 

Your Authorized Jackson Skate Technician can
explain the options and order the correct
specifications. On delivery, they will Heat Mold
and ensure the result meets your requirements.


